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Blue Funk originally is a remix of the song Get It Off 
by New Jersey house legend Kerri Chandler which 
through live gigs turned into a completely new song 
leaving only vocals as a link with Kerri's original. 
Single is taken from the recent In Plain Sight 
full-length so it could be presented through new 
versions, remixes and covers as a two-sided musical 
spectrum in which Jan and Regis dwell and to be 
named Two Sides Of Blue Funk.  
 
Electronic side contains Blue Funk, the original 
album version and the remix by Detroit house 
producer Javonntte and Jan Kinčl. Jazz side 
contains the version called Funk Bleu which guests 
esteemed musicians Krunoslav Levačić, Davor 
Križić and Luka Veselinović, including the live 
version by Janko Novoselić's ensemble The Cuban 
Space Program with backing musicians Hrvoje 
Rupčić, Hrvoje Galler and Zvonimir Šestak. Song 
was recorded during their first ever public 
appearance. Techno / house DJ and producer Jan 
Kinčl and French jazz pianist Regis Kattie take their 
influences from house, jazz, acid and techno music, 
and by combining these genres a debut album In 
Plain Sight was released for PDV Records in 2018.  
 
It came out with great acceptance, reviews and 
praises from world famous names such as Laurent 
Garnier, Alex Barck (Jazzanova), Volcov, DJ 
Nobu, Tony Humphries, Lefto or Kai Alce. 
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